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Cathedral Church of St Thomas of
Canterbury, Portsmouth
in fact was finally completed in the early 1990’s,
when the two western towers and rose window
were added.

The Bell Towers

The present central tower was until 1991 the
Cathedral’s only tower! It superseded an old
12th century mediaeval crossing tower, when it
was decided to pull down the nave and tower
and build in the new fashionable “classical” style
made popular by Sir Christopher Wren and others. The new tower was placed at the West end
of the nave and was completed in 1693. In 1703
the octagonal wooden and leaded Cupola above
the clock chamber was added to the top of the
stone tower in order to house the bells. The Cupola is in four main parts. The louvered octagonal stage contains the frame and bells. Above that
is the dome, with its eight port holes, then above
that is the lantern and finally above the dome of
the lantern is the “Golden Barque” weather vane.

The Bells

Eight bells were given in 1703, but there is some
debate as to where they came from. Local legends
and rumours suggest that they could have come
from Queen Anne’s consort, Prince George of
Denmark, warden of the Cinque Ports who
passed through Portsmouth on his way abroad
in January 1703 and promised the bells of Dover
Castle for St Thomas’ new tower. Others say that
Sir George Rooke, Vice Admiral of England,
knew of five disused bells in the Roman pharos
or lighthouse which stands beside the church at
Dover Castle and that Rooke used his influence
with Prince George of Denmark to have them
History
recast and rehung in the newly built Cupola of St Thomas.
tanding at the port’s mouth, at the point where land
Another story says that Rooke brought a set from Gibraltar
meets water, this fascinating church has borne witness
and yet another source says that he presented only the “The
for over 800 years to the needs of the local harbour commu- Fire Bell” which he brought from Gibraltar. Others say that
nity, the fishing port, naval dockyard and the people of this
Lord Dartmouth brought a set from Tangier. However we do
ancient borough. It not only serves as their parish church but know that Abraham Rudhall of Gloucester cast new bells in
also has the honour of being the civic church of the Mayor
1703 from old bell metal (which could have been from one
and Corporation (“Lord Mayor and City Council”) since
or all of these sources or even the four old bells from the by
1926, and since 1927, the Cathedral Church of the Anglican then, demolished mediaeval crossing tower).
diocese of Portsmouth and its Bishop. This building has a
As will be seen from their inscriptions, three were later recast,
unique past and indeed a unique present; a church whose
probably having been cracked in use. Unfortunately there
recent history is as fascinating as its mediaeval; a cathedral
appears to be no record of their weights.
which has been over 800 years in the making. The building

S

Treble

Prosperity to all our benefactors A.R. 1703

2

Peace and good neighbourhood A.R. 1703

3

God Save Queen Anne. A.R. 1703

4

I was cast by Joshua Kipling in the year 1737

5

‘Abra Rudhill of Gloucester, cast us, 1703

6

Treble

JOHN TAYLOR & CO FOUNDERS LOUGHBOROUGH
CAST AND HUNG 1957 4-1-12

2

JOHN TAYLOR & CO FOUNDERS LOUGHBOROUGH
CAST AND HUNG 1957 4-2-18

3

RING OUT THE FALSE, RING IN THE TRUE
RECAST BY THE CHILDREN 5-0-19

God Save our Queen, Prince and Fleet, Anno
Domini 1703

4

RING IN THE LOVE OF COMMON GOOD
RECAST BY THE CLERGY OF THE RURAL DEANERY 5-2-8

7

Thomas Mears, of London 1794

5

Tenor

W.Bartlett, R.Phelps, Fecit 1730
Messieurs James Yeatman, and Nicholas
Horwood, Churchwardens.
“We good people all to prayers do call,
We honour the King and bride’s joy do bring,
Good tidings we tell, and ring the dead’s
knell”

HEALTH AND PROSPERITY TO ALL OUR BENEFACTORS
RECAST BY THE DOCTORS 6-0-9

6

PEACE AND GOOD NEIGHBOURHOOD
RECAST BY THE LAWYERS 7-2-27

7

GOD SAVE KING GEORGE
RECAST BY SOLDIERS 10-2-13

8

TE DEUM LAUDAMUS
RECAST BY HIS MAJESTY KING GEORGE V 12-3-4

9

GOD SAVE OUR KING QUEEN PRINCE & FLEET
RECAST BY SAILORS 17-3-13

Tenor

WE GOOD PEOPLE ALL TO PRAYERS DO CALL : WE
HONOUR THE KING AND BRIDE’S JOY DO BRING :
GOOD TIDINGS WE TELL AND RING OF DEAD’S KNELL.
/ THIS PEAL OF 8 BELLS WAS RECAST BY JOHN TAYLOR
AND CO OF LOUGHBOROUGH. ANNO DOMINI 1912
RECAST BY THE PARISHIONERS
R S MEDLICOTT VICAR
ALFRED BISHOP CHARLES T WOOD CHURCHWARDENS
25-2-0

Change ringing was introduced into the tower in the first
half of the 18th Century, since a Peal board dated the 3rd
July 1749 records the ringing of “the whole peal of Grandsire
triples in 3 hours 10 minutes, being ye first 5040 that was
ever completed here”
One of the three brass plaques on the Clapper Board in the
ringing room records that the bells were re-hung by Mears
and Stainbank of London in 1865. The old eight bells were
all recast and rehung in a new steel frame in 1912 by John
Taylor and Company of Loughborough, but the original
1703 clappers and some of the timber bell frame were kept
and are now displayed in the ringing room as the clapper
board.
The eight bells were re-hung again in 1957, when two additional bells were added, augmenting the ring to ten. Albert
York – Bramble (1894 – 1974), co-founder and inaugural
Chairman of the Cathedral Guild of Ringers (1957), and
sometime acting Tower Captain, was the prime mover in the
augmentation. A portrait was presented to him in recognition
of his services by the Portsmouth Cathedral Council.
The work was carried out by Taylors of Loughborough and
details of the 1912 and 1957 bells’ inscriptions and weights
are as shown in the table below.
In 1957 the Cathedral ringers formed themselves into the
“Guild of Ringers of St Thomas of Canterbury”.

Inscriptions and weights of the 1912 and 1957 bells

idea and stated that wherever he had been a minister in the
past, he had managed to be involved in augmenting the bells!
So the work of obtaining plans and quotations began in earnest, with the view to adding two new trebles to the existing
fine ring of ten - many ringers regard the ten bells as one of
the finest rings in the southern half of England.
At our tower AGM in February 2008 the plans and quotation from Matthew Higby & Company were given preferred
status, with the two new bells to be cast by Taylors Eayre and
Smith of Loughborough. This will keep the entire ring Taylor
bells.
The Present Day
The tower draws its membership not only from the city, but Throughout 2008 the formalities of seeking full approval
moved forward and in January 2009 the Fabric Advisory
from surrounding Hampshire towns and villages. Practices
Committee and Cathedral Chapter gave its full support and
have flourished with many people making significant steps
permission for the augmentation to go ahead.
in their method ringing. The re-introduction of the once
A week or so after permission the ringers had a social/brain
a month focussed 10 bell practice has proved to be very
popular and enjoyable. The band overall has made excellent storming gathering with plenty of curry and liquid refreshment provided to get the fund raising ideas flowing. The
progress in the methods being rung – Stedman Caters and
Bristol Royal feature regularly not only on the third Thursday following short list of targets and events were adopted later
on in evening - legacies, local businesses, handbell concert in
but also at the normal practices too.
the cathedral, tower open days during the July flower festival,
Our tower outing in 2008 was a first – superbly organised
formal dinner, open garden event at Warblington Castle,
by Ian Carey, the band went “overseas”, with some 20 of us
venturing off for a weekend tour of Dublin with many of us media coverage and press releases. We have since learnt that
Ben Carey is undertaking a 50 mile sponsored walk (to be
ringing on sixteen for the first time. The Cathedral ringers
completed in a single day!) from London to Milton Keynes.
also enjoy an annual dinner which is attended by past and
For any further information regarding any of our planned
present members of the band.
fund raising events or to make a donation, please contact us
Augmentation Plans.
at sadie@harrisonsonthenet.co.uk or 0239221977
It was at the “Volunteers Service” in 2007 that our idea
Richard and Sadie Harrison
of augmenting to 12 was discussed with Canon Michael
Tristram, who immediately threw his full support behind the
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A Year In The Alderney Tower
Spring

O

ne of the first jobs of our newly elected Captain,
Andrew Montgomery was to celebrate the retirement of
Maurice Stupart after 12 years as Captain at a special presentation evening. We are pleased to report that Maurice is still
ringing with us and, now well into his 80’s manages the 72
steps better than many who are decades younger.

ringing in the Island Hall gardens, the combined band entertaining the public with a well struck quarter peal of Plain
Bob Major.

Autumn

It was our year to host the Channel Island District Meeting
and Striking Competition. Thirty ringers from Guernsey and
Jersey took part and District Officers Colin
Belsey and Sue Park organised a successful day.
The competition was won by The Vale, Guernsey who took home the Paul Taylor Shield.
Alderney did well to put up 2 teams but recognised serious training was needed so we purchased a silent ringing system from David Bagley. It has proved invaluable in providing the
freedom for a full band to ring at times when
open ringing would otherwise be unacceptable
to our neighbours. We don’t have the luxury of
any other tower to ring in so have previously
only had 1 hour per week for practice.
The Faraday Guild paid us a visit in October
and we have enjoyed the company of many
visiting ringers throughout the year for Sunday
services.

Winter

On a sadder note we rang a half-muffled tribute to Sandy
Keay who died tragically while on a world holiday, a gentle
man who was one of our most steadfast ringers.
Ringing bands from Heptonstall (Yorkshire) and Chelsfield
(Kent) were welcomed in May, and we also did our own
travelling. Nine members of the band toured the New Forest
ringing at 9 churches, including Sunday Service ringing with
the local band at Bitterne Park Parish Church in Southampton with its newly augmented 8cwt ring of 12 bells. Organised by Peter Bevis and Helen McGregor we were joined by
several ringers from Reading to assist and mentor the less
experienced.

Summer

A visit by Matthew Higby (bellhanger) to cast his experienced
eye over the bells with a view to augmentation to a full octave
raised concerns about the general state of the existing bells,
never mind two new ones. Our bells were dismantled and
removed during the German occupation of the Islands and
restoration and reconditioning after the war by public and
private donation was a major achievement. General maintenance has been ongoing but, more than 60 years on it is time
to look at a serious overhaul.
We were very pleased to welcome the band from St Peters,
Guernsey who braved the high seas and the uphill walk from
the harbour to ring during our Alderney Week festival. We
also put in some Quarter Peals ourselves with 1st Quarter
achievements duly recorded in the Ringing World.
The Derby D.A. ringers paid us a visit on the day of our
Church Fete, expertly completing a Peal to coincide with the
opening. They also joined in our demonstration hand-bell

Buoyed with the success of our Spring Tour,
Peter and Helen organised an intensive training weekend for us in Reading. We split into
two groups, utilising the simulators at Shinfield and Shiplake for silent ringing. Having
very experienced helpers from various towers in the area was
invaluable, but also having a whole day dedicated to specific
methods meant there was ample opportunity for everyone
to have lots of attempts. Each of us was allocated a personal
‘minder’ and we also watched as others rang whilst receiving a
running commentary from one of the helpers. The Shinfield
group concentrated on rope-sight and plain hunt while those
at Shiplake were stretched to ring various 6 bell methods.
Joining in the Sunday ringing at Caversham, and the Reading
towers St Giles, St Mary (25 cwt 8 bells - absolutely glorious)
and St Lawrence (12 bells) was an added bonus.
A completely new venture for St Anne’s was our Open
Evening in December. We had attempted to organise visits at
the height of the tourist season but were scuppered by Health
and Safety. This time we did our homework and covered all
bases. With videos, displays, mulled wine and mince pies in
the Church and an effective advertising campaign we had a
great response plus follow up reports and interviews on Radio
Guernsey. Those able to ascend to the Ringing Chamber
were treated to a demonstration of ringing and a few were
privileged to ring. The extra trip to the Bell Chamber was a
history lesson as it was a German gun position during the
War and their graffiti is still on the walls. As a recruitment
drive it has interested a few; as a PR exercise we shall see what
donations and support we get in 2009; as a general exercise it
was fun and everyone pulled together as a team to make it a
success.
It was a good year all round and we look forward to welcoming visitors in 2009.
Pam Pearson – Tower Secretary
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Update on Chawton Bells

T

he last ringing on the bells of St Nicholas, Chawton took
place on 20th August 2008. A number of ringers from
the Alton & Petersfield District turned out to experience
for one last time the somewhat odd sound of these bells! A
quarter peal of Cambridge Surprise Minor was rung, which
was sound recorded and a short piece of film was made as an
historical record.
The bells have been in an unringable condition for a number
of years, and it was decided that something should be done,

The current restoration work is well underway. The Winchester & Portsmouth Guild’s Belfry Stewardship Committee,
lead by Roger Barber, have dismantled the old installation –
removing the running gear and lowering the bells out of the
belfry. The bells were taken down on Saturday 11th October,
and transported to Matthew Higby Church Bell Engineer’s
workshop the following day. The two-tier bellframe is being
removed during January and February 2009. This has taken
several weekends of volunteer work by the committee, and
provides a saving to the cost of the restoration project.

The intrepid team with one of their ‘trophies’
as the bells have been missed. A team of dedicated villagers,
The Friends of Chawton Church and local ringers have been
hard at work fundraising, organising and preparing the tower
for the installation of a brand new ring of six bells later this
year, with two of the oldest and original bells (the old third:
Wokingham Foundry 1420, and the old fifth: Henry Knight
I of Reading 1621) hung dead below for chiming.
However, during the preparation work, an interesting discovery was made regarding the history of the last major work
carried out on Chawton’s bells. It was originally believed
that when the bells were augmented to a ring of six back in
1884, this work had been carried out by Gillett & Bland of
Croydon - but it has come to light that this was not the case!
Chris Pickford, (bell historian and bell ringer) who has been
compiling a list of bells by Gillett and Bland asked to see
some photos of the bells. From these it was discovered that
the Treble, 2, 4 and Tenor were cast not by Gillett & Bland
but by T.C. Lewis of Brixton in 1883. These bells were then
hung in the Tower in 1884 along with the two older bells to
form a ring of six.
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Chawton’s six new bells were duly cast at Taylors, Eayre &
Smith Foundry in Loughborough on Thursday 22nd and
Thursday 29th January 2009. At the time of writing they had
been tuned and were awaiting shipment to Matthew Higby’s
workshop in Somerset. Here the bells and fittings will be assembled together in their frame, and once all the adjustments
have been made, everything will be dismantled and shipped
to Chawton for installation in the tower during late April or
early May.
It is hoped that new recruits from the village will come forward to learn to ring, and the nearby Selborne Ringers have
volunteered to support the teaching as they share the same
Vicar and Benefice.
Finally, Roger Barber would like to thank his colleagues from
the Belfry Stewardship Committee for their tremendous efforts with this project, in particular Graham Wright, Christopher Chapman, Andrew Banks, Hugh Routh, Steve Castle
and William Bickers-Jones.
Roger Barber
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40th Anniversary Peal at Bishopstoke

T

John Hallett and Allen Guille. To his surprise John said yes
immediately. Allen also said he would love to but, after a 23
year break, didn’t think he could even remember how to ring
a bell, let alone hunt it.
Six days before the peal they both came ringing on the Sunday morning. John bumped the tenor behind as though he
had been doing it all his life. Sickening really. Allen needed
handling lessons! With one Sunday and one Thursday before
the peal it was a steep learning curve but Allen was up to the
challenge.
Sunday saw handling, hunting and treble to Grandsire
Doubles mastered. Thursday was more tricky as Allen now
had to go beyond the level at which he had peaked in 1970
which was trebling to Doubles. Again, Allen rose to the challenge and successfully trebled to several touches of Grandsire
Triples.
On Saturday 15th January 1994, four of the original 6
marked the anniversary of their first peal with a peal of
Grandsire Triples. The other half of the band was made up
from 1960s Bishopstoke ringers, Kay LeMarechal, Linda Cull
and Tom & Margaret Chapman. The bonus from this peal
was that John Hallett and Allen Guille resumed regular ringing at Bishopstoke.
Move forward to 1999. 30th
anniversary. Learning from the
lessons of 5 years earlier, Roy
gave over 6 months notice to
the original band members. No
problems this time. All 6 rang,
standing in the same order as the
1969 peal. As Bishopstoke now
had 10 bells, Grandsire Caters
was rung. Tom and Margaret
rang again. Graham Wright and
Linda White (John Hallett’s
sister) completed the band.
Move forward to 2009. 40th
anniversary. Sadly, John Frodsham had died a few years earlier
but the other 5 members of the
original band were still happy to
ring another anniversary peal.
Sometime around 2001 John
Hallett had once again slipped
out of ringing but he came along
at the right time on the right day
and rang Grandsire Caters like
he had been doing it all his life.
Sickening really.
John H, Roy, Allen, Michael Anstee, John C
Margaret Chapman was approached. She said she had given
Within a couple of years of that peal John Hallett and Allen up tower bell peals other than on her miniring at Piglet.
Guille gave up ringing and were rarely seen for over 20 years. However, for this special occasion she was persuaded to
ring. Indeed she even arranged a few peals to get back into
Move forward to 1994. 25th anniversary. Roy thought it
practice. Pip Osborne, another Bishopstoke ringer from the
would be nice to ring a peal to mark the anniversary and
1960s was approached and agreed to ring. Unfortunately a
wondered who from the original band might be available.
short notice hospital invitation meant she then had to drop
The result was rather surprising. Roy and John Colliss were
available but both Jane Dando (now Marsh) and John Frod- out again. Linda Cull had not rung a peal since the 25th
sham, who were still ringing, couldn’t make it. With only 1/3 anniversary peal and that was only her 6th. Roy asked her to
ring, expecting and getting a “no” although, to be fair, she
of the original band lined up it didn’t look like much of an
had lined up a weekend away in a hotel in Wales. However,
anniversary celebration.
shortly afterwards, the hotel burnt down and Linda, taking
With not much hope of a positive response, Roy contacted
this as a sign, agreed to ring. Bishopstoke ringers Kay (again)
hroughout the 1960s Tom and Margaret Chapman
taught numerous young ringers at Bishopstoke. The last
group of these ringers started in 1966 and 1967 but, by the
time Tom and Margaret moved to Somerset in the autumn
of 1968, these latest ringers were not quite up to peal ringing
standard.
That soon changed. Interested to know what this peal ringing
lark was all about, in December 1968 some of the Bishopstoke ringers decided to arrange and ring one. As they only
had 5 ringers able and interested in trying a peal, John Colliss
invited Jane Dando from New Alresford to ring. This she
agreed to do. At that moment, none of the ringers had even
attempted a peal. Unfortunately, between being asked and
ringing the peal, Jane was roped into another peal attempt
(at Overton). This was duly scored, preventing a clean sweep
of “1st pealers” at Bishopstoke. Nevertheless, on January
18th 1969, Jane and 5 Bishopstoke ringers, 4 of whom were
still teenagers, rang a creditable peal in 7 Doubles methods
called by John Colliss. Sum peal total afterwards – 7. No
photographs were taken of that 1969 peal band but here are
4 of the Bishopstoke teenagers as they appeared at that time
together with Michael Anstee who was not one of the peal
band.
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l-r Alan Guille, John Hallett, John Colliss, Margaret Chapman,
Linda Cull, Kay LeMarechal, Jane Marsh, Clare Griffiths,
Ann LeMarechal & Roy LeMarechal

and Ann LeMarechal and
Clare Griffiths completed
the band.
Once again Grandsire Caters was the chosen method.
A very pleasant peal was
rung in 2h47 and much
socialising and photographing was done in the Prince
Of Wales afterwards.
Margaret, John C and
Roy left the pub to ring a
handbell quarter, Margaret’s
payment for coming out for
the peal.
John H said he might come
ringing again occasionally.
We live in hope.
Jane is getting keen again
and would like to ring a few
more peals.
The surviving members from the 1969 peal were all teenagers
at that time. With a bit of luck they should all be available
for the 50th anniversary peal.
Linda gave Roy notice of a hairdressing appointment in ten
years time, also stating that seven peals in fifty years of ringing were far too many. We’ll see.
Roy LeMarechal

Why Not a Guild Banner?

I

recently attended the funeral of David Livingstone of
Aldermaston; his home was in Hampshire at Baughurst. I
was most impressed to see the Oxford Diocesan Guild banner
erected at the front of the church on its six foot pole. It obviously has supporting struts and stands proudly on its own.
It has been around for some time as it was also in evidence at
Henry Lawrenson’s funeral at Shaw in May 1999. I think that
it is brought to most long-standing members’ funerals, in this
case by the Master Robert Newton, and shows the esteem in
which the deceased is held by the Guild. It is an honour that
I hope might be bestowed on me now that I live in Newbury
and ring there as well as Highclere.
The thought struck me – “Why don’t we have a similar one?”
It could be used for the same purpose and at out Guild Annual Meeting Service it could be displayed at the front of the
church and also at the front of the hall when the meeting is
taking place.
There are occasions on which it could be carried by the Master. How impressive it would have been if at the service of rededication of St Mary Southampton bells a banner had been
carried in front of the then Master, George Williams, into
the ruined church to be held there among our large group of
ringers, a symbol of unity, as the bells pealed out following
the rebuilding of the tower the first part of the church to be
replaced after the ravages of war. It was a symbol of hope for
the future before the rest of the church was rebuilt in all its
former glory as Southampton’s senior church.
We biked there on my first visit to Southampton. I have been
back many times, by push bike, motor bike and now in the
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latter stages of my life in the comfort of someone else’s car. I
returned there a few years later for another dedication service,
that for the George Williams Memorial Bookcase. This time
we pealed North Stoneham, my first peal of Cambridge Surprise Royal and my first on the bells, on May 9th 1953. That
time I travelled into Southampton by bus in the company
of the conductor of the peal, Charles Kippin, and Norman
Hayes a North Stoneham ringer.
It was February 18th 1961 when I rang my first peal on St
Mary’s bells, Kent TB Royal which I conducted. My first
St Michael’s peal had come earlier, New Cambridge SR on
March 10th 1954, visits to the other Southampton towers,
Bitterne Park and St Barnabas came much later.
But my most memorable visit was in 1952 when I arrived on
the Empire Pride troopship seeing the familiar spires of St
Mary and St Michael on the skyline as we sailed in from an
18 month spell of duty in the Far East with a band playing and my relatives on the quay. What a day to remember!
Southampton has many happy memories, I love going back.
The 2 Wetherspoons visited last November made the trip
worthwhile even if we did lose my only attempt for an Andover District peal of Surprise Royal in its 80th year.
I made many friends in Southampton, the Kippins in Bugle
Street and later in Shirley and Maurice Butler. Both Jessie and Maurice came to our wedding. In later years Roger
Savory, David Forder, George Evenden, Derek Jackson and
many others all made an impact on my life.
Geoff Dodd
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Andover District Outing to Essex

I

October 2008

f you like ringing towers with tenors of (give-or-take 2qr)
11cwt then this was the day for you! The reluctance to
surface from one’s comfortable bed on a Saturday morning
at (for me) a time earlier than I would for work was compensated by the magnificent scenery that greeted me when
I rolled up at 7.10am outside the home of Roger & Helen
Thomas which is situated above the valley in Stoke. The vista
was lit up by some glorious early morning sunshine. This set
the theme for the rest of the day.
The journey for the dozenor-so of us to the first tower
at Orsett (6) was trouble-free,
thereby vindicating Louise’s
preference for an early start
at the first tower. Here was
the first of several wonderful south porches – this one
including two so-called mass
dials. The bells went well and
were rung to a good variety
of methods.
Next was Stanford-le-Hope
(8), scene of an unsuccessful attempt for the extent of
Plain Bob Major nearly 50
years ago which came to grief
after 32,000 changes. The
bells sounded nice and went
fairly well, apart from the
somewhat odd 7th. Stedman Triples was fated not
to succeed thanks to Matthew, Pan and an altercation with
a vacuum cleaner! A good half course of Cambridge was the
ringing highlight here.
The pre-lunch tower was Fobbing. Here we faced competition from a sporadically noisy vacuum cleaner. We managed
to sustain enough concentration on this reasonable eight.
There being no formal lunch arrangements, we tried one pub
in the village that turned out to be more concerned with an
impending evening ‘do’ than the here & now of feeding a
hungry mob so we pressed on to South Benfleet. The Hoy
& Helmet did us proud with some good food and courteous service, supplemented in some cases with Bear Ass ale –
much enjoyed by Geoff!

T

The tower in this village provided several challenges: an awkward staircase, very long ropes and tricky-going, less-thantuneful bells – one way to sober up I suppose!
There followed the much-anticipated highlight of the day;
the glass & steel tower at Basildon. A nearby multi-storey car
park was utilised and the sight that confronted us around the
corner lived up to all the expectations as the next five minutes
was spent craning necks upwards at this amazing structure.
The eight contained therein is quite a mixture of bells of all

The amazing tower at Basildon
ages, the ‘clapper-knock’ is minimal and the bells go well
and sound very nice – albeit very loud in the immediate
surroundings. The tower has a tendency to ‘shimmer’ which
made sitting out a slightly uneasy experience. The course of
Cambridge Major at the end was extremely well rung and
was a lovely way to end the day’s ringing. Now, where’s that
Wetherspoons Geoff? Off we all trooped across the precinct
to The Moon on the Square so that Geoff could ‘grab’ the
pub properly having only been able to have a soft drink on
his last visit. The journey home proved uneventful with the
SMB ringers meeting up at the ‘Corrie’ for an evening meal.
Many thanks Louise for another very well organized day!
Chris Caryer

Beetle Drive on the Isle of Wight Benefits the Guild BRF

here was a “Come out and beat the winter blues” invitation issued to ringers and non-ringers! The Beetle Drive a bit of real old-fashioned fun, took place on 17th January at
the Carisbrooke Village Hall. The weather during the evening
was foul but the atmosphere inside was great - much fun and
laughter. A good time was had by the 23 participants - 15
ringers and 8 non-ringers. Graham Nobbs kept all of us in
order so, no cheating. Viv Nobbs and Mum, Irene, “Urged”
people to buy raffle tickets.
Home-made cakes and savouries prepared by Jenny Brudenell
went down a treat!
Very good result - £75.00 donation will be going to the

B.R.F. and hopefully more next time. It was a very easy event
to organise, it was great fun, it brought some money in from
outside of ringing circles and a ringing recruit came out of it,
too.
Viv suggested to the players that another Beetle Drive took
place in October - “Not soon enough” was the cry so the next
one is to be “Same place” on Saturday March 21st - 7.00
p.m. “Meet” for 7.30 p.m. start. Everyone was asked to bring
another person next time. The villagers of Carisbrooke will
be encouraged to come along once more so we’re hoping to
double the number of players next time.
Viv Nobbs.
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Winchester & Portsmouth Rung for
First Guild Dinner 1969

I

have recently unearthed some old Guild Reports, the one
for that year was a Triennial Report for 1969-1970-1971
and included Peal 4261 on March 22nd 1969. This was a
peal of Spliced Winchester & Portsmouth College Minor.
The footnote was “First peal in the methods – Rung prior to
the first Winchester & Portsmouth Guild Dinner held that
evening in Southampton. The peal was rung in the conductor’s home village Woolton Hill and four of the band were
among the 29 members of the Andover District who hired
a coach for the trip to the Royal Hotel, Southampton. They
occupied one and a half long tables. If my memory serves me
correctly there were 200 of us at that first Dinner.
Among our party was Pat Cannon who had rung in the peal.
We were later to ring all seven of the District methods after
Christchurch and Southampton were amalgamated and
before the Channel Island District came into being. This was
rung at Longparish prior to an AGM on the Isle of Wight.
Pat was the guest speaker at the following year’s dinner and
I was later to speak at the same venue in 1974 before it was
moved to other locations. One memorable Dinner that I
attended was at Marwell Zoo with the noise of the animals in
the background.

But my most memorable Dinner was at the Royal Hotel in
1976 on the day that Southampton won the FA Cup. We had
watched the final in the Amport Arms after losing a peal at
Amport. The returning fans could be heard all evening during
the course of the Dinner. What a place to be that evening as
we joined in their celebrations!
And so the years have rolled by. I have been fortunate to
take part in Spliced Winchester & Portsmouth S Major at
Whitchurch, a success after several losses, and Winchester &
Portsmouth S Royal at Bishopstoke. The Maximus has yet to
be rung. My challenge at this year’s Dinner is for this to be
done. Two of my challenges have been met. The first of Surprise Maximus by a resident Guild band, rung at Winchester,
and the first of Bristol S Maximus by a Guild band rung at
Christchurch Priory on 18th March 1987, 22 years ago.
So we return to Winchester where the Winchester District
started it all off, I attended at least two dinners there. My best
wishes to the Guild on their 40th anniversary one.
Geoff Dodd

Memorial Bell for
Charles and Jessie Kippin

M

embers may have seen news in the Ringing World that
a new ring of twelve bells is planned for St Magnusthe-Martyr, Upper Thames Street, London to replace the
ring of ten which was removed for safety during the war and
never rehung. Charles Kippin rang peals on the old ten and
when the appeal for the new bells was launched it was felt
that one of the bells should be given by the Kippin family
in his memory. Sadly Jessie died before the project could
be completed so the inscription on the bell – the fourth of
the ring – will now read: ‘The gift of the Kippin family in
memory of Charles and Jessie Kippin’. Chris and Heather
Kippin and Hilary and David Donoghue were present at
the casting at Whitechapel on 28th November when the 5th
and 10th were also cast. The bells will be hallowed in the
church on March 3rd and it is hoped that they will be hung
by Easter.
Gathered around the fourth after casting: (l to r)
Heather Kippin, Chris Kippin, Hilary Donoghue, David Donoghue

New Trophy for A&P District

I

n 1978 the Alton & Petersfield District was presented with
a wooden Shield, craftsman made by Harry de Combe of
Petersfield. This was to be awarded to the team whose striking was deemed to have been best in the Annual inter-tower
competition. After 29 years this shield held no more room
for recording future winners so East Meon Ringers decided
that they would like to present a replacement to the District.
Mr Wayne Pennells, a former carpenter turned fireman, was
approached. He was given the measurements and produced
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a shield different in design but none the less impressive. It is
craftsman made of Meranti wood and painstakingly French
polished. Thanks are also due to Valerie Harris of Blackmoor
who arranged for the bell centrepiece to be made to our
design and assembled this together with the 25 small shields.
This, we think, is a worthy successor which it is hoped towers
will be proud to win and on which to have their successes
recorded.
Val Williams
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If at first …
Andover District 10 Bell Peal
Winchester & Portsmouth D.G.
Whitchurch, Hants, All Hallows
Sat Nov 1 2008 3h16 (26 cwt)
5080 Plain Bob Royal
Comp. Chris Caryer
1 Rebecca K Parfrey
2 Elizabeth Thornton
3 Helen J Piper
4 Matthew E Holbrook
5 Timothy J Pink
6 Simon Lipscombe
7 Christopher S Caryer (C)
8 Paul A Rampton
9 Roger J Knight
10 Colin R Hares
For the Patronal Festival.
Specially composed to celebrate the 80th anniversary of the foundation of the Andover District of
the Guild.
We also wish to associate Geoff Dodd with this
peal having been in the unsuccessful attempt
earlier this year.
1st peal at 1st attempt: 1.
1st peal: 6.
1st as (C) on ten.
The first 10-bell peal rung within the District by
an all-Andover District band.
The successful band
ollowing our ‘near miss’ earlier in the year, it was decided determination. The need to keep the bells moving along was
heeded, there were very few incidents which needed correctto have another attempt at the peal in this our 80th anniversary year. The date agreed upon was Saturday November ing and the overall striking was very good indeed.
1st, which happened to be the patronal festival. I had put
Congratulations to Rebecca on ringing her first peal at the
together an easier composition for the peal than the one we
first attempt with a display of reliability that was an example
attempted back in January. Once again it was a 5080 but
to the rest of the band and to Simon on his first peal, having
this time a four-part with two courses containing a bob at Be- endured the agony of having being in the first attempt which
fore and an 8ths place bob at Home to bring up the desired came to grief after three hours plus. Helen rang her first peal
length, four 1278 singles to produce 8-7-9-10 roll-ups and
since her operation during the summer. Matthew is to be
containing the maximum number of combination roll-ups
commended for maintaining concentration through some
– 108. The composition met with the approval of the CC
intense pain having suffered a nasty fall down the stairs at
Compositions Committee. As a means of practice a quarter
home before setting off for the tower. Tim rang his first peal
was arranged for the previous Sunday utilising these calls and since 1999. This peal is only the third that I have conducted.
was duly rung by nine of the ringers who would be in the
Thanks also to Liz for standing in at very short notice!
imminent peal.On the following Saturday we met up for the
Chris Caryer
peal which was scored with a high degree of application and

F

Guild Officers
Guild Master - David Strong
Hon. General Secretary - Pam Thompson Hon. Treasurer - Michael Bubb
Hon. Peal Recorder - Jonathon Hetherington Hon. Librarian and Archivist - Bruce Purvis
Hon. Report Editor - John Palk Minutes Secretary - Francis Mitchell
BRF Trustees - Andrew Case (Portsmouth Diocese), Jack Walters (Winchester Diocese)
Central Council Representatives - Michael Church, Hugh Routh, Anthony P Smith,
David Strong and Mike Winterbourne
Independent Examiner - Peter Clarke
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Ding Dong Merrily

O

n Wednesday 17th December a band of intrepid bellringers came down from their tower and took some
bells to Old Alresford Cottage Rest Home. Instead of ringing
several hundredweight of tower bells the band downsized
to hand- bells and entertained the residents with a short
program of Carols.
Luke and Emily Carpenter joined regular New Alresford
ringers Ian and Jacqui Redway and Wendy Ling plus Jill Parr
from the Candovers to practice. For most of the band it was
their first go at tune ringing but with the odd clash and stum-

ble the tunes gradually took shape over a couple of months.
Sadly Luke and Emily had to drop out on the night due to
flu so all praise to Jill and Wendy who proved their flexibility
learning to ring different bells at very short notice.
This was a very enjoyable event. Many of the residents
participated by singing along with the tunes which ranged
from ‘Jingle Bells’ to ‘Silent Night’. Thanks to Lynne Cutler
and Staff for their warm welcome and the tea and mince pies
which rounded the evening off nicely.
Jacqui Redway

Ringers’ Rules
Netley Abbey, Hampshire, St.Edward the Confessor
1886, 8 bells- 8½ in A♭
Item 133M83/PW37 in Hampshire Record Office. A poster 60 cm. long by 40 cm. wide.
Set of Belfry Rules drafted in the late 19th Century after the opening of the new octave at Church of St. Edward the Confessor, Netley Abbey, Hampshire (in 1886). 8 bells, 8½ cwt. in A♭.[G.F.]. (Grammar, capital letters and punctuation copied
from the original)
ST. EDWARD’S CHURCH
NETLEY ABBEY
Rules for the Belfry

8. Each Ringer shall attend practice as required by the
Foreman,
9. Each Ringer is expected to attend the Services of the
Church regularly.
10. The Ringing Days to be:
1. We resolve to be a body of Churchmen as well as
(1) Festival of the Annunciation and St. Edward’s Day,
good ringers, and to give no occasion, by our conduct,
Christmas and New Year’s Eve.
to any to speak against us, or to bring disgrace on our
(2) The Queen’s Birthday, May 24th.
profession, acknowledging our office to be a religious
one.
A full peal of eight bells to be rung for 25 minutes
before Morning and evening Service, and one bell to be
2. Each Ringer to receive Fourpence for being present at
tolled for the last 5 minutes every Sunday.
the commencement and during ringing on Sundays, at
each service. The Foreman to keep a Register of at11. The practice hours shall be from 7 to 9 p.m. on Fridays,
tendances.
and no ringing shall take place after 9 p.m., except on
Christmas and New Year’s Eve.
3. The Society shall consist of Ringers and probationers.
No one shall be considered a Ringer, and share the
12. No one except the officials of the Church will be almoney given until he is able to raise and fall his bell in
lowed into the Belfry during the time of Ringing. No
proper time and place.
liquor shall be brought into the Church, nor Smoking
allowed.
3(sic) A Committee shall be appointed annually consisting
of the Vicar and Churchwardens, a Foreman and two
13. The following Rules shall be enforced:Ringers elected by the Ringers.
1. A Ringer being late on Sunday, to lose his Attendance
5. The Foreman shall be appointed by the Vicar. The
Mark.
Deputy-Foreman shall be elected by a majority of the
2. A Ringer using bad language in the Church to pay a
Ringers. The Foreman shall have the Regulations of the
fine of 6d.
Ringing, and selection of the Ringers on all occasions,
14. In the case of any dispute arising amongst the Ringers,
and shall keep order and enforce the rules. The Ringin reference to any matter in connection with the Belers shall be elected by the Committee.
fry or these Rules, a reference shall at once be made to
6. The Deputy-Foreman shall be Treasurer, and receive all
the Vicar, whose decision thereon shall be final.
subscriptions and money paid for Ringing at Weddings 15. Permission must be obtained from the Vicar to Ring on
and other special occasions. The money to be divided
any Special occasion.
once a year by the Committee.
7. The number of Ringers not to exceed twelve, without
special authority.
Derek Jackson
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Bees in the Belfry

D

uring the usual Friday ringing practice last summer, a
few bees where buzzing around the ringing chamber.
Some insect spray was administered as the tower was locked
for the night.
Just before the wedding on the Saturday afternoon a large
number of bees where clustered around the windows, clutching on the ropes and flying around the light. As the time
came to ring the bells for the wedding the bees were flying
about a bit more enthusiastically but, ringers being ringers,
a decision was made to brave it out and ring the bride from
the church. Thus seven determined ringers rang for twenty
minutes – with only one close encounter and no stings – before beating a hasty retreat. We hoped that none of the guests
were troubled by bees flying about outside and swarming
in and out of a hole on the outside of the tower below the
clock-face.
Later in the afternoon, a kindly bee-keeper appeared and
attempted to encourage the bees to leave the tower by using
a special harmless smoke. A straw skep was placed up in a
yew tree in the hope that the bees would decamp there, from
whence they would be transferred to start a new life in a
proper hive. Sunday morning ringing was abandoned and the
congregation warned, as there was still a mass of bees on the
tower wall as well as in the ringing chamber.
On Monday morning, when it was obvious that the bees
were still in residence in the tower, Itchen Valley Pest Control was contacted. Ken Thomas swiftly arrived, armed with
a long pole, and an approved extermination procedure was
undertaken.
All that was left to do was for the ringers to tidy up the ringing room, which was full of dead bees, and feel sad at the loss
of a swarm of bees – which are so important and so endangered.

The new required dress code for ringers!
Elizabeth Johnson

Clatford Outing to London
The Clatford band enjoyed a very interesting day trip to Lon- afternoon tour of the Whitechapel Bell Foundry. 28 (made
don in November, ringing first at Christ Church, Spitalfields, up of ringers and partners) attended and it was thoroughly
enjoyed by all.
followed by a fascinating visit to St Paul’s Cathedral - a talk
in the ringing room and viewing of the bells - and lastly an
Max Roberts

How Times Change

T

he story goes that George Williams had to scour the
Guild area to get a band for a peal of Grandsire Triples.
How true this was I cannot say as it was way before my time.
What I do know is that I was invited by John Hunt to commemorate the Guild’s first peal of Kent Treble Bob Major at
East Meon. There is a peal board in the tower recording this
event. On the morning of the peal John phoned me “You
call it Geoff, I’m ill”. We rang a good peal of Kent Royal. He
had replaced himself. Helen Piper and I were from this end,
I knew Bill Harris but the rest were strangers to me. One
day I hope to see the photograph taken in the Vicar’s garden
afterwards.
And so life has gone on, advancement in all aspects of ringing. When speaking at a Guild Dinner I challenged the Guild

to ring a Guild peal of Surprise Maximus. We did it. The
next time I spoke it was Bristol Maximus. We achieved this
at Christchurch priory. Then it was Londinium at Winchester Cathedral, they attempted this and lost it without me,
perhaps that’s why!
There are still challenges there twenty years later. Perhaps
London on 14. Tony will tell us it does not extend. Call it
London Fourteen In No 5 to go on from the Royal! But not
me now, there are plenty of bright young ringers to take my
place. The things they are doing now, the brilliant bands
at Hursley and Bishopstoke. It is a far cry from the days of
Grandsire Triples and Kent Treble Bob Major. George Williams would be proud of you.
Geoff Dodd
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IoW Runs ‘Teaching Bell Handling’ Course

W

e were delighted that the
“Teaching Bell Handling”
course, held on the Isle of Wight on
29th November, was so well supported. 16 “Victims” from 8 of the
Island’s 14 towers, meant that tutor
Mike Winterbourne and his two
helpers Graham and Viv Nobbs had
“Their work cut out” on the day the group was lively!
The theory session proved interesting and informative. Jenny
Brudenell provided valuable
support by serving hot drinks and
biscuits - most welcome on a very
cold day.
The practical sessions, either side of
the pub lunch break, took place at
Newport Minster. The ringing activities were helpful in many ways.
The lunch interval provided a good
opportunity for yet more discussion, on a very informal basis.
It was a great day, enjoyed by all participants. Several
students commented that they’d been very pleased they’d
“Plucked up courage” to enrol on the course, even though
they’d doubted their ability beforehand. It was a good confidence booster for them, they said. It was felt that the

District needed this event to help it focus on the issue of
keeping “The Exercise” alive for the future.
Our thanks to Newport Minster for hosting the course and
to the Guild Education Committee for accommodating our
request to hold the event on “The Island” , in particular to
Mike Winterbourne for many hours of hard work and his
infectious enthusiasm.
Viv Nobbs
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